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1. Introduction

European economic integration was perhaps the clearest expression of what J. G. Ruggie retrospectively referred to as the 'embedded liberalism' characteristic of the post-Second World War international economic order. In this order, the reduction or elimination of trade barriers between modern Welfare States should serve to enhance the redistributive capabilities of each State vis-à-vis its own citizens, thus leading the regulatory State at domestic level to complement trade liberalization at international level: the gains from trade should benefit the Welfare State, just like the Welfare State should protect the losers from international trade, thus ensuring that international trade remains a politically desirable option.

This, however, presupposed that the Welfare State should not be obliged to renounce its regulatory functions under the pressure of trade liberalization. And it also assumed that, in their domestic policies, States are not primarily motivated by the need to improve their international competitiveness – that they are not mutating from Welfare States to 'national competitive States', to use the concept of J. Hirsch. However, since the early stages of European integration, fears have been expressed that the lowering of barriers to trade and the free movement of capital within the EU, in addition to creating efficiency gains, also may create incentives for the EU


Member States to adopt legislation or policies that are considered desirable in order to benefit the most from the opportunities created by market integration or in order, at least, not to be put at a disadvantage as a result of such integration. This, it has been argued, may operate to the detriment of workers, particularly the least qualified, since these are much less mobile than capital. Indeed, calls for a more social Europe have been primarily motivated by this risk of 'social dumping', in the presence of the strong diversity of social protection legislation across the Member States and in the absence of a binding 'floor of rights'.

This debate has been revived in recent years, particularly as the result of the enlargement of the EU in 2004. It has been particularly lively in the area of trade in services. Central to the debate has been the question whether the EU Member States can trust each other’s legislation insofar as it relates to the protection of workers, or whether limits should be imposed on the principle of mutual recognition of domestic legislation in order to avoid the scenario of a ‘race to the bottom’ from materializing in the area of social standards. In revisiting the debate, this chapter argues in favour of a much more contextualized approach, taking into account the modalities of preference-formation at domestic level. Since the question of ‘trust’ between Member States depends, ultimately, on how trade unions and employers’ organizations influence national policymaking, and on whether or not preference-setting at that level is hostage to the requirements of competitiveness in the Internal Market, it is only by focusing the attention on those decision-making processes that the question of trust may be addressed. In the context of the transborder provision of services, trust may travel in both directions: it may be seen as referring not only to trust in the regulation of the service provider by its home State, but also to trust in the fact that regulation in the receiving State is animated by the purpose of improving the situation of workers – including posted workers – rather than by protectionist motives. Which of these two competing understandings of trust should prevail in any particular case should depend, ultimately, on process-based considerations, related to the quality of democratic decision-making in the respective jurisdictions concerned.

This chapter recalls the stages of the debate on the protection of social rights in the transborder provision of services. It then examines whether the fears of ‘regulatory competition’ in this area are justified, and what

---


---

2. The provision of services and labour rights: stages of progress towards regulatory competition

2.1 Stage One: before the Posted Workers Directive

Much of this story is well known, and it can be summarized briefly. In Rush Portuguesa, decided in 1990, the Court of Justice took the view that the provisions of the EEC Treaty relating to free provision of services precluded France from prohibiting a person providing services established in another Member State from moving freely on its territory with all his staff, or from making the movement of staff in question subject to restrictions such as to engagement in situ or an obligation to obtain a work permit. 'To impose such conditions on the person providing services established in another Member State', the Court noted, 'discriminates against that person in relation to his competitors established in the host country who are able to use their own staff without restrictions, and moreover affects his ability to provide the service.' This meant that the local workforce could not be protected from foreign competition through the imposition of restrictive immigration rules. However, the Court added, 'in response to the concern expressed in this connection by the French Government', that 'Community law does not preclude Member States from extending their legislation, or collective labour agreements entered into by both sides of industry, to any person who is employed, even temporarily, within their territory, no matter in which country the employer is established; nor does Community law prohibit Member States from enforcing those rules by appropriate means.'

The judgment was a source of considerable legal uncertainty at the time it was delivered, for it did not make clear which of the laws of the host Member State the service provider established in another Member State had to comply with, and which constituted disproportionate interference
with the freedom to provide services. Under one interpretation, all rules imposing burdens on service providers established in another Member State when they already comply with comparable rules in their country of origin should be considered as de facto discriminatory (since they impose a double burden on foreign service providers) and therefore prohibited under EU law. For example, where service providers already pay social security contributions for the same periods of employment and for the same workers in their home State, they should not have to pay social security contributions in the host State in which they post workers to perform a service, even where this would compensate for the fact that they do not comply with the legislation on minimum wages in the host State.6

Under another interpretation, certain rules applicable to employment relations in the host State are 'mandatory' in nature, and, due to their particular importance, they should be complied with even by a service provider established in another Member State. This latter interpretation would appear to be consistent with the 1980 Rome Convention on the Law Applicable to Contractual Obligations,7 which, although it provides that a contract of employment in principle will be governed by the law of the country where the worker habitually carries out the work (i.e., the home State) (Article 6(2)), nevertheless provides that 'mandatory rules' should be complied with in the host State (Article 7). But the Rome Convention did not specify which rules could thus be considered mandatory, and neither Rush Portuguesa, nor the other judgments adopted by the Court in this area, seemed to provide for such specification.

2.2 Stage Two: the 1996 Posted Workers Directive

Following the Rush Portuguesa decision, negotiations began on what would become the Posted Workers Directive, finally adopted in 1996.8 The Posted Workers Directive imposes an obligation on the host Member State to ensure at a minimum that service providers established in another Member State comply with the rules pertaining to: (a) maximum work periods and minimum rest periods; (b) minimum paid annual holidays; (c) the minimum rates of pay, including overtime rates, but excluding supplementary occupational retirement pension schemes; (d) the conditions of hiring-out of workers, in particular the supply of workers by temporary employment undertakings; (e) health, safety and hygiene at work; (f) protective measures with regard to the terms and conditions of employment of pregnant women or women who have recently given birth, of children and of young people; and (g) equality of treatment between men and women and other provisions on non-discrimination (Article 3(1)). In principle, in order to be imposed on the service provider established abroad, the rules relating to these areas should be stipulated by law, regulation or administrative provision. But the Directive provides that, as regards the construction sector, they may also be contained in collective agreements or arbitration awards which have been 'declared universally applicable'.9

The difficulties of interpretation of the Posted Workers Directive stem from the fact that it seeks to pursue, simultaneously, three quite different objectives. On its surface, it aims at facilitating the transnational provision of services, by clarifying the labour legislation applicable to the employment relationship between the service provider and the workers he posts temporarily in another Member State for the duration of the service provided. It is in order to provide this clarity that the Directive specifies under which conditions the regulations applicable to employment relationships in the host Member State may be imposed on the service provider established in another State, defining strictly, for instance, which collective agreements may have to be complied with by that service provider.

But a second and no less important objective of the Directive was to protect workers' rights. The workers concerned fall into two categories. The local workforce, established in the host Member State, should be protected from the risks of 'unfair competition', by competitors operating under a regulatory framework less protective of workers' rights and therefore less costly to comply with.10 In addition, the posted workers

---

6 See, for instance, Joined Cases 62 and 63/81, Seco SA and Another v. EVZ [1982] ECR 223; Case C-272/94, Criminal Proceedings against Guiot [1996] ECR 1-195; and Case C-164/99, Portugal versus Constructions [2002] ECR I-787, para. 16. These judgments prescribe the recognition by the receiving State of the sending State's legislation, but only when the latter may be considered to provide an equivalent protection for the worker.


9 On this condition, see Article 3(8) of the Posted Workers Directive.

10 As explained by the Court of Justice in Case C-341/05, Laval vs Partneri Ltd [2007] ECR I-11767 (for a discussion of this case, see below). Article 3(1) of the Posted Workers Directive 'prevents a situation arising in which, by applying to their workers the terms and conditions of employment in force in the Member State of origin as regards those matters, undertakings established in other Member States would compete unfairly against undertakings of the host Member State in the framework of the transnational provision of services, if the level of social protection in the host Member State is higher' (para. 75).
themselves should be protected against the risks which would be
entailed by an employment relationship being entirely regulated by the
country of establishment, a regime which could be easily abused by
unscrupulous employers tempted to resort to ‘social dumping’. This
explains why the Directive imposes an obligation on States to guarantee
a core set of rules to posted workers: Article 3(1) of the Directive provides
that the host Member State ‘shall ensure’ that these rules are effectively
applied.
Finally – and this is a third objective, distinct from the two others – the
Directive sought to protect the Member States themselves, in their
regulatory capacity, allowing them to go beyond the minimum protec-
tion they are obliged to ensure. The Directive states in its preamble that
‘the mandatory rules for minimum protection in force in the host
country must not prevent the application of terms and conditions of
employment which are more favourable to workers’ (Recital 17), an
authorization reiterated in Article 2(7). Since it would not be acceptable
for a legislative instrument to derogate from the obligations of the
Member States under the EU Treaties, this provision should not be
seen as exempting the Member States from having to comply with the
requirements of free provision of services (now under Article 56 TFEU).
But it does imply that, provided it is not discriminatory and does not
impose a disproportionate restriction on the provision of services (as
would be the case if the posted workers were already protected under
legislation ‘equivalent in substance’ in the Member State of establish-
ment), the host State may impose compliance with its domestic legis-
lation to the relationship between the posted workers and their
employer.
In sum, it would seem consistent with these three objectives to inter-
pret the Posted Workers Directive as clarifying the law applicable to
posted workers in a transnational provision of services (a) by imposing on
the host Member State to extend to posted workers a core set of rules
applicable to the workers employed locally; and (b) by allowing the host
Member State to extend its protection beyond that minimum, unless this
represents a discriminatory or disproportionate interference with the
freedom to provide services, as recognized now under Article 56 TFEU.
In line with the case law of the Court based on that provision of the
Treaty, the host Member State would be considered to impose a dis-
proportionate restriction on the freedom to provide services if the
protection it intends to grant to workers is already ensured by equivalent
legislation in the Member State of establishment.

2.3 Stage Three: the debate on the Directive on Services

2.3.1 The 2004 Proposal for a Directive on Services in the
Internal Market

It is precisely this balance which the initial Proposal of the European
Commission for a Directive on Services in the Internal Market, in the
form in which it was proposed in January 2004 as part of a package of
measures to encourage growth and improve competitiveness in the EU,11
created a risk of disrupting. The ‘country-of-origin principle’ was at the
core of the Directive. This principle, which specific, sectoral Directives
had already relied upon,12 would have ensured that a service provider
wishing to supply services to clients in another Member State would in
general be subject only to the rules and regulations of the Member State
where it is established. The country-of-origin principle was defined in the
Commission’s Proposal as implying that ‘Member States shall ensure that
providers are subject only to the national provisions of their Member State
of origin which fall within the coordinated field [i.e., which concern any
requirement applicable to access to service activities or to the exercise
thereof]’ (Article 16(1)(1)). This principle was to cover all national provi-
sions relating to access to and the exercise of a service activity, ‘in particular
those requirements governing the behaviour of the provider, the quality or
content of the service, advertising, contracts and the provider’s liability’
(Article 16(1)(2)). As stated in the extended impact assessment accompany-
ing the Proposal:

The barriers affecting the freedom to provide services require mainly that
Member States refrain from applying their own rules and regulations to
incoming services from other Member States and from supervising and
controlling them. Instead they should rely on control by the authorities

coordination of certain provisions laid down by law, regulation or administrative action
in Member States concerning the pursuit of television broadcasting activities, OJ 1989
L298/23 (as amended by Directive 97/36/EC of the European Parliament and of the
Council, OJ 1997 L202/60); or Article 3(1) of Directive 2000/31/EC of the European
Parliament and of the Council of 8 June 2000 on certain legal aspects of information
society services, in particular electronic commerce, in the Internal Market (‘Directive
on Electronic Commerce’), OJ 2000 L178/1. The lead author of the Proposal of the
Commission on the Directive on Electronic Commerce, E. Crabt, was also closely
involved within DG Internal Market in preparing the Proposal for a Directive on Services
in the Internal Market (see E. Crabt, ‘La directive sur le commerce électronique’, Revue du
in the country of origin of the service provider. This would remove the legal uncertainty and costs resulting from the application of a multitude of different rules and control measures to which cross-border service providers are currently subject.\textsuperscript{13}

The impact assessment stated, rather candidly, that 'this means that Member States must have trust and confidence in each other’s legal systems and control measures'.

Although the generalization of the country-of-origin principle went beyond the existing case law of the Court,\textsuperscript{14} it was presented as fully preserving the Community acquis in the area of the posting of workers. Indeed, Article 17 of the proposed Directive stated that the country-of-origin principle did not apply to matters covered by Directive 96/71/EC. And, while Article 24 of the Proposal for a Directive on Services in the Internal Market contained 'specific provisions on the posting of workers', it did seem to preserve the full integrity of the system established by the Posted Workers Directive: it merely stated that the Member State of posting should in principle 'carry out in its territory the checks, inspections and investigations necessary to ensure compliance with the employment and working conditions applicable under Directive 96/71/EC', the imposition of certain types of obligations being excluded; and that the Member State of origin of the service provider should ensure that both its authorities and those of the Member State of posting receive the information necessary to ensure full compliance with the legal requirements imposed on the service provider.

There was a clear risk, however, that the country-of-origin principle would in fact entirely reverse the system of the Posted Workers Directive. In this Directive, the list of rules contained in Article 3(1) of the Directives constitutes a minimum protection the host State is obliged to provide. Once the Posted Workers Directive becomes a derogation to the principle of the country of origin, these rules come to define instead the maximum degree of protection a State may offer: while the matters 'covered' by the Posted Workers Directive, as listed in Article 3(1) of this instrument, were


\textsuperscript{14} In a case concerning the legal basis of Directive 94/19 on deposit-guarantee schemes, the Court in fact explicitly denied that there existed a general principle of supervision by a host State: see Case C-233/94, Germany v. European Parliament and Council of the EU [1997] ECR I-2405, para. 64. The imposition of an across-the-board country-of-origin principle therefore constitutes an innovation.

'excluded' from the application of the country-of-origin principle (Article 17(5)), all the other aspects of the employment contract were to be regulated by the law of the State of establishment rather than by the law of the host State. Although the Proposal of the Commission did provide for the possibility of certain case-by-case derogations to the principle of country of origin (Article 19), none of them was really relevant to the protection of posted workers, and derogations seem to be premised, rather, on the need to ensure adequate protection of the recipient of services, rather than of those working for the service providers themselves. For some observers, this opened the way to 'social dumping', if we understand by this expression the choice of employers to work under a set of rules aimed at the protection of workers which allows them to be more cost-effective than potential competitors operating on the same market.\textsuperscript{15} The timing was particularly ill-chosen. The Proposal was presented only weeks before the enlargement to ten new Member States. There were strong fears that the protection of workers was significantly weaker in those countries, giving the employers in those countries an unfair advantage in the Internal Market if they were authorized to provide services in accordance with the regulations imposed on them in the State of establishment only, with the exception of a minimum set of rules imposed by the State of posting in the areas listed in Article 3(1) of the Posted Workers Directive.\textsuperscript{16}

Both the European Economic and Social Committee\textsuperscript{17} and the European Parliament reacted, with hostility to the Proposal. In a resolution of 16 February 2006,\textsuperscript{18} the Parliament proposed to replace the country-of-origin principle by a reaffirmation of the freedom to provide services, implying that no restriction on that freedom shall be allowed which does not comply with the principles of non discrimination, necessity and proportionality (Article 17(1)). It also proposed to state explicitly the primacy of Directive


\textsuperscript{16} See, in particular, expressing this concern, D. C. Vaughan-Whitehead, EU Enlargement versus Social Europe? The Uncertain Future of the European Social Model, 1st edn (Cheltenham: Edward Elgar, 2003).

\textsuperscript{17} See European Economic and Social Committee (EESC), Opinion of 9 February 2005, OJ 2005 C 221/113.

96/71/EC over the Directive on Services in the Internal Market (Article 3(1)), and the insertion of a provision recognizing that the provisions of this latter Directive on the freedom to provide services 'do not prevent the Member State to which the provider moves from imposing requirements with regard to the provision of a service activity, where they are justified for reasons of public policy, public security, environmental protection and public health. Nor do they prevent Member States from applying, in conformity with Community law, their rules on employment conditions, including those laid down in collective agreements' (Article 17(3)). In sum, rather than the revolution proposed by the European Commission through the country-of-origin principle, the Parliament proposed to reaffirm the case law of the Court, and to facilitate the exercise of the freedom to provide services by a series of measures which the initial Proposal of the Commission already contained (such as the establishment of single points of contact or administrative cooperation between the authorities of the State of establishment and those of the State where the service is provided).

2.3.2 The 2006 Directive on Services in the Internal Market

The new Proposal that the European Commission put forward in April 2006 took into account these concerns. Directive 2006/123/EC of 12 December 2006 on Services in the Internal Market, adopted on the basis of this Proposal, explicitly states that it does not affect the Posted Workers Directive, and that therefore it 'should not prevent Member States from applying terms and conditions of employment on matters other than those listed in Article 3(1) of Directive 96/71/EC on grounds of public policy' (Recital 86). Indeed, the Directive should not affect labour law applied in accordance with national and Community law (Article 1(6)), and, as proposed by the Parliament, the primacy of Directive 96/71/EC is explicitly affirmed (Article 3(1)(a)). Although it contains a number of rules on administrative simplification, which aim to facilitate the exercise of freedom to provide services, the country-of-origin principle has disappeared: instead, as proposed by the Parliament, the principle of free provision of services is reaffirmed, which implies that any restrictions are allowable only insofar as they comply with the principles of non-discrimination, necessity and proportionality (Article 17).

2.4 Stage Four: judicial imposition of regulatory competition

The recent case law of the Court threatens to re-establish exactly the regime that the European legislator, after a fierce battle in 2004–5, had decided not to set up. In Laval, the Court was asked by the Swedish Labour Court to deliver a preliminary ruling in a case opposing a Latvian contractor, Laval un Partneri Ltd, to a Swedish trade union. A subsidiary company of Laval intended to use Latvian posted workers on a construction site in the town of Vaxholm in Sweden, for the renovation and extension of school premises. It intended to pay these workers less than the minimum amount stipulated in a collective agreement concluded between, on the one hand, the Swedish building and public works trade union, in its capacity as the central organization representing construction workers, and, on the other, Sveriges Byggindustri, the national organization for employers in the construction sector. This collective agreement imposed a number of pecuniary obligations on the employers, including on the hourly rate of pay and other matters referred to in Article 3(1), first subparagraph, (a) to (g), of Directive 96/71 (such as working time and annual leave), which went beyond those set out in the applicable Swedish legislation; some of them related to matters not referred to in that Article. Agreeing to the terms of this collective agreement would have extended the same obligations to Laval. However, Laval had signed, on 14 September and 20 October 2004, in Latvia, collective agreements with the Latvian building sector's trade union, of which 65 per cent of workers were members. None of the members of the Swedish trade unions parties to the collective agreement concluded with the Sveriges Byggindustri were employed by Laval. Laval therefore considered that it should not conclude another, separate collective agreement for work to be performed in Sweden. A social conflict followed the refusal of Laval to agree to the terms of the collective agreement proposed by the Swedish unions. It led ultimately to other trade unions boycotting all Laval's sites in Sweden. In February 2005, the town of Vaxholm requested that the contract between it and Laval's Swedish subsidiary be terminated. A month later, Laval was declared bankrupt.

The main question submitted to the Court concerned the interpretation of both the Posted Workers Directive and of Article 56 TFEU. The Posted Workers Directive, it will be recalled, provided that, in the construction

19 OJ 2006 L376/36.

sector, the rules imposed on the service provider established abroad may be
stipulated in collective agreements or arbitration awards which have been
'declared universally applicable'. Member States which have no system for
declaring collective agreements or arbitration awards to be of universal
application in the building sector may base themselves on collective agree-
ments which are generally applicable to all similar undertakings in the
geographical area and in the profession or industry concerned, and/or
collective agreements which have been concluded by the most representa-
tive employers' and labour organizations at national level and which are
applied throughout national territory', provided that their application to the
service providers established abroad does not result in any discrimination
between them and national undertakings in the same sector (Article 3(8)).
In the decentralized Swedish system, however, management and labour
set the wage rates through collective negotiations, 'on a case-by-case basis,
at the place of work, having regard to the qualifications and tasks of the
employees concerned'. The Court took the view that rates of pay set through
such a decentralized procedure cannot be imposed on service providers
established in other Member States, who cannot be obliged to negotiate
with the local unions to that effect.

The Court acknowledged that the protection of the Posted Workers
Directive was not to prevent application of terms and conditions of employ-
ment more favourable to workers. This, however, the Court said, 'cannot be
interpreted as allowing the host Member State to make the provision of
services in its territory conditional on the observance of terms and con-
ditions of employment which go beyond the mandatory rules for minimum
protection. As regards the matters referred to in Article 3(1), first subpara-
graph, (a) to (g), Directive 96/71 expressly lays down the degree of protec-
tion for workers of undertakings established in other Member States
who are posted to the territory of the host Member State which the latter
State is entitled to require those undertakings to observe. Moreover, such
an interpretation would amount to depriving the directive of its effective-
ness. The Court concluded that posted workers may not be protected
through the legislation of the State of posting beyond the level of protection
which must be guaranteed to these workers under Article 3(1), first sub-
paragraph, (a) to (g), of Directive 96/71.

Turning then to the requirements of Article 56 TFEU and to the question
of whether the collective action resorted to by the Swedish unions was in
violation of this provision, the Court took the view that 'the right of trade
unions of a Member State to take collective action by which undertakings
established in other Member States may be forced to sign the collective
agreement for the building sector – certain terms of which depart from the
legislative provisions and establish more favourable terms and conditions of
employment as regards the matters referred to in Article 3(1), first subpara-
graph, (a) to (g), of Directive 96/71 and others relate to matters not referred
to in that provision – is liable to make it less attractive, or more difficult, for
such undertakings to carry out construction work in Sweden, and therefore
constitutes a restriction on the freedom to provide services within the
meaning of Article [56 TFEU]. But while acknowledging that the right to
take collective action is a fundamental right recognized under Community
law (paras. 90–1), and thus may constitute an overriding reason of public
interest justifying, in principle, a restriction of one of the fundamental
freedoms guaranteed by the Treaties, the Court notes that this right may
be subject to certain restrictions, and must be exercised in accordance with
national and EU law. The Court defines its role as having to balance the
right to collective action against the freedom to provide services:

Since the Community has ... not only an economic but also a social
purpose, the rights under the provisions of the EC Treaty on the free
movement of goods, persons, services and capital must be balanced against
the objectives pursued by social policy, which include, as is clear from the
first paragraph of Article 136 EC, inter alia, improved living and working
conditions, so as to make possible their harmonization while improvement
is being maintained, proper social protection and dialogue between manage-
ment and labour.

However, the Court considers that the obstacle to the freedom to provide
services created by the collective action launched by the Swedish unions
cannot be justified with regard to the objective of improving social protec-
tion, since, 'with regard to workers posted in the framework of a transna-
tional provision of services, their employer is required, as a result of the
coordination achieved by Directive 96/71, to observe a nucleus of manda-
tory rules for minimum protection in the host Member State' (para. 108). In
other terms, collective action cannot seek to impose obligations on employ-
ers beyond the obligations the host State must impose in accordance with

21 Laval, para. 69. 22 Laval, para. 80. 23 Laval, para. 81.
24 Laval, para. 99.
25 Laval, para. 103. See, e.g., Joined Cases C-369/96 and 376/96, Arblade and Others [1999]
ECR I-8493, para. 36; Case C-165/98, Massoletti and ISA [2001] ECR I-2189, para. 27;
Joined Cases C-49/98, 40/98, 52/98 to C-54/98 and 66/98 to 71/98, Finalarte and Others
26 Laval, para. 105.
Article 3(1) of the Posted Workers Directive. The Court concludes that the blockade imposed by the Swedish unions on the construction site of the company's subsidiary violates Community law and should not be allowed: Article 56 TFEU and the Posted Workers Directive preclude a trade union from resorting to collective action in order to force a provider of services established in another Member State to enter into negotiations with it on the rates of pay for posted workers and to sign a collective agreement the terms of which lay down, as regards some of the matters referred to in Article 3(1), first subparagraph, (a) to (g), of the Posted Workers Directive, more favourable conditions than those resulting from the relevant legislative provisions in the State concerned, while other terms relate to matters not referred to in Article 3 of the Directive.

A second question submitted to the Court in Laval concerned the Swedish law on workers' participation in decisions ("the MBL"). The Swedish courts interpreted Article 42 of the MBL as prohibiting taking collective action with the aim of obtaining the repeal of or amendment to a collective agreement between other parties. In 1989, it was held by the labour courts in a dispute concerning working conditions for the crew of a container ship named Britannia, flying a foreign flag, that that prohibition extended to collective action undertaken in Sweden in order to obtain the repeal or amendment of a collective agreement concluded between foreign parties, in a workplace abroad, if such collective action is prohibited by the foreign law applicable to the signatories to that collective agreement. In reaction, and with a clear intention to combat what they saw as a risk of 'social dumping' which workers would be prohibited from countering through collective action, the Swedish legislature adopted in 1991 the 'Lex Britannia'. This legislation restricted the scope of the principle expounded in the Britannia judgment, by providing that the prohibition to resort to collective action to undo an existing collective agreement shall apply only if an organization commences collective action by reason of employment relationships falling directly within the scope of the Swedish law. In practice, the 'Lex Britannia' thus authorized collective action against foreign service providers only temporarily active in Sweden, even in circumstances where such service providers had concluded a collective agreement in their home State.

When asked whether the 'Lex Britannia' violated EU law, the Court of Justice held that 'national rules, such as [the 'Lex Britannia'], which fail to take into account, irrespective of their content, collective agreements to which undertakings that post workers to Sweden are already bound in the Member State in which they are established, give rise to discrimination against such undertakings, in so far as under those national rules they are treated in the same way as national undertakings which have not concluded a collective agreement'. Such discrimination, the Court reasoned, could not be justified under the EU Treaty. The Court noted that the 'Lex Britannia' is intended, first, to allow trade unions to take action to ensure that all employers active on the Swedish labour market pay wages and apply other terms and conditions of employment in line with those usual in Sweden, and secondly, to create a climate of fair competition, on an equal basis, between Swedish employers and entrepreneurs from other Member States. But this intention – to combat 'social dumping' – does not appear to the Court to correspond to the grounds of public policy, public security or public health, which may justify derogations from the freedom to provide services. The 'Lex Britannia' thus violates Community law.

Laval, which was decided on 18 December 2007, does not stand alone. It may be replaced in a broader context in which the Court increasingly appears to favour an interpretation of the requirements of Community law that seeks to encourage competition between the national regulatory systems, and that treats with suspicion any attempt by the Member States to limit the impacts of such competition on the protection of workers. In Viking, decided only a few days before Laval, the International Transport Workers' Federation and its local affiliate, the Finnish Seamen's Union, resorted to collective action in order to prevent Viking, a Finnish ferry operator, from reflagging a Finnish vessel as an Estonian vessel to escape the application of Finnish employment laws and the applicable collective agreement. The Court considered that such collective action, in the form of a strike and a boycott, should be treated as a restriction on the freedom of establishment recognized under Article 49 TFEU, since it has 'the effect of making less attractive, or even pointless ... Viking's exercise of its right to freedom of establishment, inasmuch as such action prevents both Viking and its subsidiary, Viking Eesti, from enjoying the same treatment in the host Member State as other economic operators established in that State'.

The Court acknowledged that the right to take collective action for the protection of workers is a legitimate interest which, in principle, justifies

27 Laval, para. 116. 28 Laval, para. 118.
31 Viking, para. 72.
a restriction of the fundamental freedoms guaranteed by the Treaty, and that the protection of workers is one of the overriding reasons of public interest recognized in its case law.\textsuperscript{32} However, even if they pursue a legitimate aim compatible with the Treaty and are justified by overriding reasons of public interest, restrictions on freedom of establishment are only acceptable insofar as they are suitable for securing the attainment of the objective pursued and do not go beyond what is necessary in order to attain it. While the Court recognized the legitimacy of unions seeking to safeguard the rights of current employees of the vessel, it expressed the view that any collective action going beyond that objective would be disproportionate: resorting to strikes or boycotts to avoid reflagging would be unacceptable, in the eyes of the Court, if it were established that the jobs or conditions of employment at issue were not jeopardized or under serious threat. Such would be the case, in particular, if the company concerned has agreed to a binding undertaking that the reflagging would not result in terminating the employment of any person employed by them at the time it is made, even if such undertaking does not include the renewal of short-term employment contracts or prevent the redeployment of any employee on equivalent terms and conditions.\textsuperscript{33} In other words, collective action by unions may seek to protect the acquired rights of existing employees; it would be abusive if it were, instead, to discourage the exercise of freedom of establishment by companies seeking to relocate themselves to benefit from a more favourable regulatory environment.\textsuperscript{34}

\textsuperscript{32} Referring to the social provisions of the EC Treaty, the Court also noted that 'the Community has thus not only an economic but also a social purpose', which implied that the rights under the provisions of the Treaty on the free movement of goods, persons, services and capital must be balanced against the objectives pursued by social policy, which include, as is clear from the first paragraph of Article 136 EC, \textit{inter alia}, improved living and working conditions, so as to make possible their harmonisation while improvement is being maintained, proper social protection and dialogue between management and labour' (para. 79). The statement was reiterated in Laval, as we have seen.

\textsuperscript{33} See para. 82 of the judgment and the tenth question referred to the Court of Justice by the Court of Appeal (England and Wales) (Civil Division).

\textsuperscript{34} The distinction between these two purposes of resorting to collective action was put forward by Advocate General Maduro in the Opinion he delivered in the Viking case: 'collective action to persuade an undertaking to maintain its current jobs and working conditions must not be confused with collective action to prevent an undertaking from providing its services once it has relocated abroad. The first type of collective action represents a legitimate way for workers to preserve their rights and corresponds to what would usually happen if relocation were to take place within a Member State. Yet, that cannot be said of collective action that merely seeks to prevent an undertaking that has moved elsewhere from lawfully providing its services in the Member State in which it was previously established' (para. 67). This latter form of collective action, in the view of the Advocate General, 'entirely negates the rationale of the common market' (para. 68).

\textsuperscript{35} See the Opinion of Advocate General Mengozzi, para. 84. Typical examples are Case C-67/96, Albany International BV (1999) ECR I-5751, paras. 59-62; Case C-112/00, Schmidberger (2003) ECR I-5659, para. 71.

\textsuperscript{36} Initially proclaimed as a political declaration in 2000, OJ 2000 C364/1, the Charter is not recognized as legally binding; see Article 6(2) of the Treaty on European Union as amended by the Treaty of Lisbon and the Treaty on European Union and the Treaty Establishing the European Community, signed at Lisbon, 13 December 2007, OJ 2007 C306/1 (referring to the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights in the revised form in which it was proclaimed on 12 December 2007, OJ 2007 C201/1). However, fundamental social rights not listed in the Charter of Fundamental Rights could nevertheless be recognized as part of the general principles of EU law as derived from international instruments for the protection of human rights binding upon the EU Member States, and from the common constitutional traditions of the Member States. For a discussion of the relationship between fundamental rights as part of the general principles of EU law and international human rights law, see I. de Jesus Butler and O. De Schutter, 'Binding the EU to International Human Rights Law', Yearbook of European Law 27 (2008) 277-290.
to the EU of the task of establishing an Internal Market, characterized by the protection of economic freedoms and the prohibition of distortions of competition (areas which were removed from politics to be made supranational), while the protection of social rights (the Welfare State) remained in the hands of the Member States (and thus subject to political contests at the national level): subordinating the latter to the economic freedoms of the Treaty would be in violation of this fundamental division of labour between the two levels. The main exponents of this critique summarize thus: ‘Europe was conceived according to principles of a dual polity. Its “economic Constitution” was non-political in the sense that it was not subject to political interventions. This was its constitutional-supranational raison d’être. Social policy was treated as a categorically distinct subject. It belonged to the domain of political legislation, and, as such, had to remain national’. Under this original scheme, ‘trust’ between the Member States takes on a very different meaning, almost at the opposite end to the interpretation given to the notion when it is used in the expression ‘mutual trust’: it is seen as referring to the notion that each State should trust that the social policies implemented in other Member States, since they are the outcome of democratic processes, seek to ensure a fair distribution of the gains from economic growth, and should not, presumptively at least, be treated as protectionist or as directed against the other Member States.

Even if we accept that the provision of social rights at the domestic level may be tested against the requirements of the economic freedoms constitutive of the Internal Market, another problem resides in the methodology of balancing social rights against these freedoms. Although the right to resort to collective action is not typical in this regard, social rights usually require from States that they take measures which ensure their progressive realization, to the maximum of the resources available to the State. Because both the level of achievement of these rights and the method by which they should be realized remain rather underspecified under the relevant international human rights instruments, States are granted a broad margin of appreciation at the level of implementation: the basic requirement is that they make progress towards the full realization of the rights concerned, and that they monitor progress. In this respect, what States need in order to discharge their obligations towards economic and social rights is not simply that no conflicting obligation is imposed on them, through other instruments: it is that they preserve the policy space they require to implement policies in areas such as health, education or social security, without being forced to limit themselves to what is ‘strictly necessary’ to comply with such obligations.

3.2 Evaluating the impact of Laval (II): the dynamic perspective

Adopting a static perspective is not enough. We must also ask which incentives are created, both for States and for economic operators, by the legal rule announced by the Court. It is here, in a dynamic perspective, that the notions of ‘social dumping’ or ‘regulatory competition’ intervene. The notion of ‘social dumping’ may of course be given various definitions, ranging from situations in which an employer deliberately violates existing legislation in order to achieve a competitive advantage to situations where practices as regards working conditions and wages comply with the applicable labour legislation and simply reflect different levels of productivity between workers, without entailing any distortion of competition. The notion is used here to refer to the (perfectly legal) practice of companies locating their activities in the State, and thus under the regulatory regime, that will make compliance with social regulations least costly, in order to be the most competitive in the Internal Market. ‘Regulatory competition’ in turn refers to the choice of States to regulate wages and other working conditions in order to ensure that the companies established under their jurisdiction will not be placed at a competitive disadvantage as a result of higher labour costs being imposed on them than would be justified by the productivity of their workers, in comparison to companies established in other Member States who compete on the same markets.

It deserves notice that there are few restrictions to the potential ‘abuse of the right to establishment’ in EU law, when a company decides to reincorporate in a Member State other than its State of origin in order to benefit from a more favourable regulatory environment. In Centros, the Court expressed the view that ‘the fact that a national of a Member State who wishes to set up a company chooses to form it in the Member State whose rules of company law seem to him the least restrictive and to set up branches in other Member States cannot, in itself, constitute an abuse of the right of


\[28\] For a discussion of these various definitions, see D. C. Vaughan-Whitehead, *EU Enlargement versus Social Europe? The Uncertain Future of the European Social Model* (Cheltenham: Edward Elgar, 2003), pp. 395-7.
establishment’ as recognized in the ‘Treaties’. Although the Court added that this should not be seen as an obstacle to the adoption by States of measures aimed at preventing fraud, for instance where it is established that the formation of the company intends to evade obligations towards private or public creditors, the case was widely seen as promoting regulatory competition in corporate law in the EU. Centros was reaffirmed in Überseering, a case in which a company incorporated in the Netherlands was denied by the German courts the capacity to be a party to legal proceedings in Germany without reincorporating in Germany, a restriction to freedom of establishment which the Court considered a violation of the rules of EU law on freedom of establishment. Finally, in Inspire Art, decided in 2003, the Court considered that it was not an abuse of the right of establishment to seek to circumvent the more demanding conditions imposed under Dutch company law by incorporating in the United Kingdom, even if almost all the activities of the company do in fact take place in the Netherlands: ‘the fact that a company does not conduct any business in the Member State in which it has its registered office and pursues its activities only or principally in the Member State where its branch is established is not sufficient to prove the existence of abuse or fraudulent conduct which would entitle the latter Member State to deny that company the benefit of the provisions of Community law relating to the right of establishment.

When it was presented with the Proposal for a Directive on Services in the Internal Market, the European Parliament insisted on a definition of establishment requiring ‘the actual pursuit of an economic activity at the place of establishment of the service provider’, excluding therefore ‘letter box’ companies, established in one Member State with the sole purpose of working under its regulatory framework. The Court itself subsequently agreed that restrictions on the freedom of establishment could be justified in exceptional circumstances ‘on the ground of prevention of abusive practices’, for instance in order to ‘prevent conduct involving the creation of wholly artificial arrangements which do not reflect economic reality, with a view to escaping the tax normally due on the profits generated by activities carried out on national territory’.

However, the main safeguard against the risk of companies relocating in order to escape certain onerous regulatory requirements and hire workers under the terms of a domestic legislation less protective of the workers’ rights stems from the fact that, for a number of EU Member States, the State of incorporation is not the decisive factor for the purposes of determining the State of establishment. These States rely instead on the ‘real seat’ doctrine, which presupposes that the company is considered to be established where it concentrates its activities or has its main place of business, thus creating a link between the ‘nationality’ of the company – the law under which it operates – and its ‘residence’ – its principal place of business. A company will therefore not be authorized to rely on its freedom of establishment in order to develop activities in one Member State while remaining governed by the law of the Member State of origin (where it was initially incorporated), solely in order to benefit from the more favourable regulatory provisions of the latter. This is illustrated, for instance, by the Cartesio judgment of 16 December 2008. The Hungarian law applicable did not allow a company incorporated in Hungary to transfer its seat abroad while continuing to be subject to Hungarian law as its personal law. This in practice obliged the company wishing to convert itself into a company governed by the law of another Member State, first to cease to exist as a Hungarian company. The Court refused to treat this as a disproportionate restriction on the freedom of establishment of companies; instead, it took the view that it is up to the national law of the Member State of

---

39 Case C-212/97, Centros Ltd [1999] ECR I-1459, para. 27.
40 Ibid., para. 28.
45 This constitutes a notable difference as compared to the US, where incorporation is decisive. See D. Charny, ‘Competition among Jurisdictions in Formulating Corporate Rules: An American Perspective on the “Race to the Bottom” in the European Communities’, Harvard International Law Journal 32 (1991) 423–54.
46 Case C-210/06, Cartesio Oktiáid és Szolgáltatóok [2008] ECR I-9641.
incorporation to decide whether a company may transfer its registered office or its actual centre of administration to another Member State without losing its legal personality.

Thus, the freedom of establishment of companies is not unlimited. Certain restrictions are imposed on companies seeking to incorporate themselves under the laws of the Member State that impose the lightest burdens. These restrictions in turn diminish the pressure on States to relax their regulatory standards, since they are allowed to react to the clearest instances of abuse, such as the setting up of 'letter box' or 'front' subsidiaries. Nevertheless, within these broad limitations summarized above, companies may choose where to establish themselves and, thus, under which rules to provide services across the EU. What are the consequences? Some have noted the disciplining virtue that could result from 'regulatory competition', in the meaning which has been referred to above: States will act more rationally, it has been suggested, if some degree of horizontal economic competition is organized, obliging them to offer the best 'fit' of regulation combined with a well-educated workforce and other advantages to the companies locating their activities within their jurisdiction. However, there are also instances in which 'regulatory competition' may lead to sub-optimal outcomes: in what may be understood as one form of the 'prisoner's dilemma', States will legislate, not in accordance with the 'real' preferences of the domestic constituency (i.e., what that constituency would have chosen in the absence of competition from other jurisdictions), but taking into account the need to attract companies (or to stem their relocation abroad) as a source, primarily, of employment creation. The notions of 'social dumping' and of 'regulatory competition' both suggest the risk of a 'race to the bottom' in the presence of a variety of regulatory regimes coexisting in an area in which the factors of production are mobile and in which mutual recognition of these regulatory regimes is established. A decisive question for the future direction of social rights in the

EU is whether such a 'race to the bottom' is likely, and whether Laval encourages such an evolution.

But does it? In substance, the Court considers that the minimum (or 'mandatory') rules which the host Member State must impose compliance with on its territory in fact should be treated as the maximum level of protection that State may grant to workers posted on its territory: any further restriction to the freedom to provide services is likely to impose a disproportionate burden on the service provider, and collective actions seeking to coerce that service provider into agreeing to more favourable terms of employment are considered to constitute an abuse of the right to resort to collective action. This turns the Posted Workers Directive on its head. It also amounts to choosing, among the different objectives pursued by the Posted Workers Directive, the freedom to provide services above the other two objectives – the protection of the rights of workers and the preservation of the policy space of the host State. And it is premised on the idea that the application of any legislation at the place of posting which differs from the legislation imposed on the service provider in the State of establishment is per se a restriction on the freedom to provide services, whether or not the legislation of the State of establishment provides an equivalent level of protection to workers.

Thus, Laval reflects an understanding of mutual trust in the transnational provision of services in the EU which may be called 'blind': it is not conditional on the State of establishment of the service provider guaranteeing workers a level of protection of their rights equivalent to that ensured in the host Member State. In contrast, although it too suggests that the country-of-origin principle has its basis in the freedom to provide services, the Opinion of Advocate General Mengozzi in the Laval case describes the first question submitted to the Court as being 'whether, in circumstances where a Member State has no system for declaring collective agreements to be of universal application, Directive 96/71 and Article 56 TFEU must be interpreted as preventing trade unions of a Member State from taking, in accordance with the domestic law of that State, collective action designed to compel a service provider of another Member State (dissenting), where he makes reference to the 'race of laxity' between states as businesses move to the state with the least demanding regulatory requirements.'

49 Carly has been credited with introducing the notion of the 'race to the bottom': see W. L. Carly, 'Federalism and Corporate Law: Reflections upon Delaware', Yale Law Journal 83 (1974) 663–705, p. 666. However, the idea had already been expressed with great clarity by Justice Brandeis, in Liggert Co. v. Lee, 288 US 517, 599 (1933) (Justice Brandeis, dissenting), where he makes reference to the 'race of laxity' between states as businesses move to the state with the least demanding regulatory requirements.

50 See the Opinion of Advocate General Mengozzi, para. 132: 'the application of the "core" terms and conditions of employment that must be guaranteed by the host Member State to workers temporarily posted to its territory, under Article 3 of Directive 96/71, constitutes a derogation from the principle of application of the legislation of the Member State of origin to the situation of the service provider of that Member State that posts those workers to the territory of the first Member State.'
State to subscribe, by means of a tie-in agreement, to a collective agreement for the benefit of workers posted temporarily by that provider to the territory of the first Member State, including cases where that provider is already bound by a collective agreement entered into in the Member State where it is established (para. 162). In his reading of Article 56 TFEU, 'host Member States, and in particular their courts, [should] assess the equivalence or essential similarity of the protection already available to posted workers under legislation and/or collective agreements in the Member State where the service provider is established, in particular as regards the pay such workers receive' (para. 264), and only if there exists such an equivalent protection of workers should restrictions on the freedom to provide services resulting, inter alia, from collective action by unions, be considered disproportionate. It is significant that these qualifications are absent from the reformulation by the Court of the question of interpretation it was submitted.\(^\text{51}\) The remainder of the judgment confirms that, in the view of the Court, it does not matter whether or not the foreign service provider is bound, in the Member State of establishment, by rules ensuring a protection of workers equivalent to that they would be guaranteed by the extension to such workers of collective agreements concluded in the State of posting by the local unions for the benefit of the local workforce. It is in that sense that Laval may be said to organize regulatory competition between the EU Member States.

Similar considerations apply if we examine the second part of the judgment, which concerns the allegedly discriminatory character of the 'Lex Britannia' adopted in 1991 by the Swedish legislature in order to combat 'social dumping'. The Court takes the view that it is discriminatory not to apply a rule prohibiting collective action aimed at setting aside collective agreements already concluded between labour and management to collective action against service providers established in another Member State. Again in contrast to the position of Advocate General Mengozzi,\(^\text{52}\) the judgment of the Court thus seems to rely on the assumption that collective agreements concluded abroad must be trusted in principle to offer a sufficiently high level of protection of workers. Whether such trust should be blind or should instead be seen as a rebuttable presumption that the protection of workers is sufficiently robust is not clear. The Court does note at one point that the 'Lex Britannia' 'fails to take into account, irrespective of their content, collective agreements to which undertakings that post workers to Sweden are already bound in the Member State in which they are established'.\(^\text{53}\) This suggests that collective agreements which are insufficiently protective of workers may not shield the foreign service providers who concluded them from having to face collective action by Swedish unions. But the remainder of the judgment of the Court does not refer back to this proviso, and suggests instead that the EU Member States should trust collective agreements concluded in another Member State as ensuring a level of protection equivalent to collective agreements concluded under their own jurisdiction.

4. Mutual trust in social Europe

In defence of the Laval and Viking cases, it may perhaps be said that they rely, albeit implicitly, on the notion of mutual trust: each Member State should agree to treat the protection of workers that any other Member State achieves at domestic level as equivalent in principle to its own, and this should suffice to justify a presumption that the service provider established in another Member State, and operating under the laws of that State, should be allowed to provide services throughout the Union, without being required to comply with the regulations of the host State, with the exception of the set of mandatory rules defined in the Posted Workers Directive. Such a presentation would be misleading, however. As noted above, the notion of mutual trust, with all the positive connotations it conveys, could be used in almost the exactly opposite way, to refer instead to the need to trust the receiving Member State that seeks to impose its rules on the service provider posting workers to its territory, without presuming that any rule going beyond the bare minimum is discriminatory in intent, or imposes burdens in fact that should be treated, presumptively, as violating the European agreements under a foreign legislation may be treated as having concluded no collective agreement at all. Implicit is that such foreign collective agreements may not be trusted, and are no substitute for the conclusion, in Sweden, of collective agreements with the Swedish unions.

\(^{51}\) Laval, note 10 above, paras. 51–3.

\(^{52}\) The view of Advocate General Mengozzi was that, taking into account the extent of the coverage of collective agreements in the Swedish building sector and the possibility, deriving from the regime established by the MBL, of compelling domestic employers not affiliated to an employers' organisation to conclude an agreement of that kind by means of the right granted to trade unions to take collective action, the Swedish system appears, by subjecting a foreign service provider to the latter regime, to ensure the equal treatment provided for by Article 3 of Directive 96/71 as between that provider and the domestic undertakings carrying on business in the Swedish building sector which are in a similar situation (para. 193 of the Opinion). That Opinion accepts the premise of the 'Lex Britannia', that employers operating in Sweden and having concluded collective agreements under a foreign legislation may be treated as having concluded no collective agreement at all. Implicit is that such foreign collective agreements may not be trusted, and are no substitute for the conclusion, in Sweden, of collective agreements with the Swedish unions.

\(^{53}\) Laval, note 10 above, para. 116 (emphasis added).
compact. But the presentation of Laval and Viking as based on a notion of mutual trust also fails for two other reasons that go beyond the semantics.

First, this presentation tends to underestimate the imbalance that results from a situation in which companies are free to move, within certain limits, from one jurisdiction to another, without the free movement of workers constituting a credible countervailing to this mobility of capital.54 As Lord Wedderburn already stated forcefully in 1973, "the true correlate to an international agreement securing the right to capital the right to move and, therefore, organize across the boundaries of national states would be an agreement securing to collective organizations of workpeople the right to take common action in negotiating, bargaining with and, if need be, striking against the multinational enterprises. . . . It is not true free movement of labour but free international trade union action which is the true counterpart to free movement of capital."55 It is particularly disquieting therefore that, in Viking, the transnational organization of labour is seen as potentially 'abusive',56 since it could discourage companies from exercising their freedom of establishment. Indeed, the absence of robust social competences at the European level is an argument in favour of, not against, the exercise of transnational collective action, since no regulation can be expected to intervene at European level to counter the impact of companies relocating in order to benefit from the most favourable regulatory environment.

Second, the judgments in Laval and Viking appear very deferential to the result of domestic processes through which norms ensuring the protection of workers are set. However, there can be a wide gap between the regulatory framework applicable in any Member State and its effective implementation. For instance, in a review conducted by Vaughan-Whitehead on the impact of enlargement of social Europe, it has been noted that in a number of central and eastern European countries, complaints mechanisms were hardly ever made use of by the concerned workers, because of a fear of reprisals in fast-changing and fragile economic contexts.57 The same study documents practices, such as certain employers systematically outsourcing the hiring of workers to employment agencies in order to avoid the payment of certain contributions and having a direct legal relationship with workers, or the practice of under-declaring wages, that may undermine certain social protection schemes. Such problems — sometimes resulting in the outright violation of the social legislation applicable — seem to a certain extent unavoidable so long as the standards of living remain relatively low: as Vaughan-Whitehead noted, referring to the situation prevailing at the time of enlargement of the EU in 2004, "living standards [in the new Member States of central and eastern Europe] have so far not developed enough to induce employees to choose their working patterns on the basis of other criteria — for instance, the need to take care of children or the wish to have more leisure time, and so on — than the basic necessity to escape from poverty".58 The implication, however, is that trust between jurisdictions in principle should be based not only on substantive considerations — i.e., what regulatory framework is in place in the State of establishment and which protection it grants to workers — but also on process-based considerations, such as the effectiveness of social dialogue at domestic level and the existence of monitoring mechanisms, whether at domestic or at international level, ensuring that the interests of workers are adequately taken into account.

Yet, pointing at the weaknesses of the Viking—Laval line of cases does not necessarily imply that the converse attitude — blindly trusting the domestic political processes in the receiving State — would necessarily be correct. The question of which level of mutual trust is desirable or acceptable between the EU Member States cannot be separated from certain hypotheses about the formation of preferences at domestic level. But how such preferences are formed cannot be merely assumed: it must be tested empirically, and, if necessary, it must be transformed.

The process of national policy-making is in fact far more complex than is generally assumed in the usual 'regulatory competition' scenarios. The idea of 'regulatory competition' is premised on the view that States will seek to create a regulatory environment as favourable as possible to the undertakings established under their jurisdiction, in order to attract them, as a source of capital mobilization and employment creation, transfers of technologies, and fiscal revenues, for the State concerned. But this is in fact a highly reductionist view. It impoverishes our understanding of States’

54 See, for instance, on the very limited flows of cross-border migration within the EU, L. Tsoukalas, The New European Economy Revisited, 3rd edn (Oxford University Press, 1997), pp. 117-21.
56 See, in particular, the Opinion of Advocate General Maduro, paras. 70–1.
58 Ibid., p. 16.
behaviour just like the idea of the *homo economicus*, in classical economics, impoverished our understanding of the behaviour of the individual. It underestimates the complexity of decision-making processes at the domestic level – and in particular the weight of workers’ unions in our advanced Welfare States.59 It is precisely the reality of the contest of the definition of the ‘public interest’ in each State that is ignored when the national preferences of each State are predefined, or depoliticized, based on a view of governments as systematically seeking to attract foreign capital by creating a regulatory environment favourable to the undertakings established on their territory.60 Instead, while it is acknowledged that ‘social policy regulations that have (or are perceived as having) the effect of reducing profits and hence capital incomes are . . . vulnerable to increased capital mobility’, the ‘race to the bottom’ in this area ‘will at least be impeded by the political commitment of national governments to social policy purposes and by the resistance of unions and other groups that would suffer from deregulation and setbacks’.61 The literature adopting a ‘varieties of capitalism’ approach also warns that the respective national response strategies within the EU may vary critically depending on the organizational power of trade unions and employers’ organizations in each State, with widely diverging outcomes across States.62

59 This is not to say that States cannot be treated as ‘rational actors’, for instance to describe their position in international negotiations. For instance, the ‘liberal intergovernmentalism’ model of international negotiations adopted by A. Moravcsik takes as its departure point ‘the assumption that states act rationally or instrumentally in pursuit of relatively stable and well-ordered interests at any given point in time’. A. Moravcsik, *The Choice for Europe. Social Purpose and State Power from Messina to Maastricht*, 1st edn (London and New York: Routledge, 1998), p. 18. But Moravcsik rightly distinguishes the formation of national preferences as a separate and contested moment, noting that his ‘rationalist framework of international cooperation’ does not assume that States are ‘uni-centric in their internal politics’. Quite the contrary in fact. National preferences – the underlying “states of the world” that states seek to realize through world politics – are shaped through contention among domestic political groups. The unitary-actor assumption maintains only that once particular objectives arise out of this domestic competition, states strategize as unitary actors vis-à-vis other states in an effort to realize them’. Ibid., p. 22.


The reductionist view of the formation of the political preferences of each State not only seems to assume, without justification, that the interests of the business community will be systematically prioritized above those of workers or of the public as a whole. It also underestimates the potential role of what Scharpf refers to as ‘political imitation’, i.e., of the process through which each State seeks inspiration from the others, in making decisions of its own.63 Communication between jurisdictions matters, not only because it may lead to a ‘race to the bottom’ in certain areas, as States observe each other and do not wish to have their competitiveness undercut by the regulatory choices made in other States, but also because ‘best practices’ can be shared, and relied upon by various groups within the State, to force a ‘race to the top’.

Indeed, at the core of the idea of democratic experimentalism, as pioneered in particular in the work of C. F. Sabel and J. Zeitlin,64 is the intuition that governance in multi-level (or federal) entities should be conceived in order to encourage local experiments (the search, in each sub-unit, for innovative solutions to the problems with which all units are confronted), combined with a pooling of the results following such experiments (on the basis of the evaluation made of those experiments). In this view, the combination of decentralized experimentation with the pooling of information and evaluations performed jointly should allow all sub-units of the system to benefit from the progress in understanding made in local settings. Such collective learning may potentially result in the empowerment of groups at the domestic level, whose inability to propose credible alternatives may otherwise lead to their marginalization within the political process. It is precisely the potential of such collective learning that is underestimated in the scenarios of ‘regulatory competition’ that assume that States act with the

63 F. Scharpf mentions ‘political imitation’ as a possible factor weighing against the pressure exercised on national regulators by ‘regulatory competition’, in areas such as process regulations or taxation of mobile factors or households where such competition may exist (F. Scharpf, *Governing in Europe: Effective and Democratic*, 1st edn (Oxford University Press, 1999)), pp. 90–1. He then states, however, that such ‘political imitation’ will not be considered further in his examination of the regulatory competition debate.

main or even the sole purpose of enabling undertakings established on their territory to increase their competitiveness: such scenarios simply ignore the reality of democratic self-determination.

It is clear, of course, that 'democratic experimentalism', and the collective learning that it seeks to encourage, only have chances of succeeding if certain institutional conditions are fulfilled, both at EU and at national levels. Prominent among them are: (1) at national level, a strong involvement of national actors, including parliaments and civil society organisations, and the establishment of an institution specifically tasked with identifying good practices from foreign experiences and with examining whether they should inspire developments in the domestic setting; (2) at EU level, the development of a set of outcome indicators which may allow for different national experiences to be compared against one another, and the creation of a forum in which those experiences can be examined in the light of the specific national context from which they have emerged. Institutions matter, in that sense. But the important message here, in the context of the discussion of mutual trust in the provision of services across borders, is that neither full harmonization nor full decentralization, combined or not with mutual recognition, are desirable (or objectionable) in the abstract; the allocation of competences across different levels of governance and the rules regarding mutual recognition in the regime of trade in services can only be evaluated in combination with specific modes of political organization, at each level, and of the capacity of the different actors involved to bring about certain results.

5. Conclusion

This paper has examined the debate on the impact of the transborder provision of services on the protection of the fundamental rights of workers. In this context, the question of the role of trust in the mutual recognition of services regulation in the EU is essentially whether a presumption may be established in favour of recognizing the regulation of the State of establishment of the service provider as equivalent, in the degree of protection it provides to the worker, to that of the State of posting. We now see why this question is one that cannot be appropriately addressed without asking a series of other, interrelated questions. One is whether the State of establishment of the service provider, beyond having in place a regulatory framework that complies with the requirements of the fundamental social rights of workers, also has a well-functioning institutional framework – including labour inspectorates, social dialogue at company and sector levels, and courts – ensuring that these rights are effectively protected. Another is whether the decision-making process within the State is sufficiently inclusive and organized in order to ensure that the policy choices of the State – its 'public interest' – will not be captured by particular factions, but will instead be the outcome of deliberative procedures, informed by the choices made in other States. Even when both these conditions are fulfilled, however, the risk of 'regulatory competition' remains present, albeit in a limited sense: the risk is that, as the result of the non-cooperative behaviour of one or more EU Member States, all States will be hesitant to raise the levels of protection of workers' rights, in order not to impose excessive regulatory costs on companies established under their jurisdiction. In 1996, the Posted Workers Directive sought to respond to this risk, by requiring from the State of posting that it ensure compliance, at the very least, with a core set of rules ensuring a minimum protection of workers. The recent case law of the Court of Justice redefines this minimum as a maximum; it now appears that States shall not be allowed to move beyond the imposition of this core set of rules, as any attempts to do so would be treated, presumptively, as a disproportionate restriction to the freedom to provide services across borders.

In recent years, the debate on 'regulatory competition' has moved beyond the simplistic view that States were always motivated primarily, in their regulatory choices, by considerations linked to the need to attract foreign capital, even at the price of the protection of the rights of workers. A more complex picture has emerged both within the economics of federalism and public choice theory and outside that research programme, for instance in the writings of proponents of democratic experimentalism. These authors have reminded us that decision-making in democratic politics is the result both of the competition of various groups seeking to influence outcomes and of deliberative processes: the alternative to harmonization and the imposition of top-down regulations that could freeze the search for alternatives, then, may be to empower those among these groups that have a progressive agenda, and to strengthen such processes. They also put forward that decentralized decision-making (and the resulting 'competition' between sub-units of a multi-layered system of governance) can in fact have benevolent effects: by encouraging local experimentation and collective

---

65 See the text corresponding to notes 57–8 above.
66 See the text corresponding to notes 59–62 above.
67 See the text corresponding to notes 8–9 above.
68 See the text corresponding to notes 73–4 above.
learning, it can broaden our political imagination and increase the voice of groups that would otherwise be marginalized, because they would have no alternative to oppose the discourse prioritizing competitiveness that would have been tested elsewhere. Whether these benefits can outweigh the risks of regulatory competition, in an area such as the transnational provision of services, cannot be decided in the abstract: it will depend, primarily, on whether unions and civil society actors at domestic level manage to mobilize effectively, and can push for the adoption of the best practices identified in other jurisdictions, or whether instead they will be overpowered by the pressure exercised by the business community, in favour of the kind of ‘laxity’ that Justice Brandeis feared. Let us not forget: it was on the ‘strength of the trade union movement in European countries’ and on the ‘sympathy of European governments for social aspirations’ that the experts who worked with Bertil Ohlin to prepare the 1955 report on the ‘Social Aspects of European Economic Co-operation’ were basing their optimism — and their ghosts are still haunting the European house.

69 See note 52 above.

Reconceptualizing the constitution of Europe’s post-national constellation – by dint of conflict of laws

CHRISTIAN JOERGES AND FLORIAN RÖDL

1. Introduction

‘Trust’ can be understood and operationalized as a response to the great variety of policy objectives pursued in the regulation of services and the need to ‘manage’ the integration process. It is a response, however, which is not adequate for the social sphere in its entirety. It reflects instead the commitment of the European project to the economic rationality of market integration. Tensions between that commitment and the various welfarist traditions of the Member States could be kept latent in the ‘golden age’ of ‘embedded liberalism’. With the expansion and deepening of the integration process they are coming increasingly to the fore. The December 2007 judgments of the European Court of Justice in Viking and Laval and the later Rüffert case on the compatibility of national collective labour law with European prerogatives have prioritized European economic freedoms over the social objectives of national labour law. That jurisprudence has met with fierce criticism. In the conflicts law perspective of this chapter, the claim to supremacy of economic freedoms over national labour law seems indeed unwarranted. Is it at least economically sound and/or even a command of European solidarity to expose the labour markets of ‘old Europe’ to the cheap labour which the organizers of services can offer? It seems much more likely that this type of competition will have disintegrative implications.

Why introduce labour law cases in a volume dedicated to free trade in services? Why refer to conflicts law in a project exploring the importance of trust for the accomplishment of a European market for services? To

* Translated by Harry Bauer, London.